
Btcpari Frontend UI Report.

1) Alignment Issue Here.

2) Padding issue in this section and Also if I select a coin and then switch to the favorite
section, the favorite section also shows previous data of the coin.



3) We should implement a theme in our project as well.
Currently our app is in night mode , and it perfect with star background. if we also implement

day theme as well than it will look more attractive and also user will have more choices.
Reference (Binance)

example :



4) We should add Steps (Tour Guide) in our side to help users to understand the features

Example :
Just like these Yellow sections.
These are ReactTour-guide



5) Padding issue here as well , UI should be pixel perfect and eye catching.

6) If the user is not login then the Selection bar should be disabled . NAN value issue



7) In case of empty data, UI should be proper.

8) There should be eye icons to show and hide passwords to the user.



9) Loading should be proper.

10) Text font to much smaller and spacing is not proper.

11) Button size should be same.



12) Text Alignment and spacing should be proper.

13) Toast is not compatible with UI , it style and position should be according to UI.



14) Use Good quality Icons in the application. Icons are not proper.
Also, use only SVG.
Png is not recommended because of pixel and resolution issues.

15) Padding should be equal from every side in the box.
Currently, each side has different padding.

16) Icons should be appropriate incomplete application.
17) Font size should be compact.
18) Site also has responsive issues in mobile view.
19) On the home page we can add more detail about our product to give more
information to users.

20) Signup should be more secure like there should be KYC of user etc.


